
Experience
Ann Mashburn
Associate 
Washington DC
June 2019- Present 
- Taking over merchandising responsibilities leading in store sets every month
- Reading the line lists and best sellers for DC location to determine how to enhance the performance of the 
merchandise 
- Participated in merchandise calls to learn more information about new products 
- Styling clients and assisting them through product knowledge to enhance personal style choices

Victoria’s Secret
TAP Supervisor
Savannah, GA
January 2019- March 2019
- Leading in non peak selling segments and coaching associates on how to preform during their shifts and 
increase their sales and customer engagement

Victoria’s Secret
Sales Associate 
Savannah, GA
May 2016- January 2019
- Operating transactions and assisting customers with their questions and helping with orders
- Greeting Customers and connecting with them on the sales floor to enhance their experience
- Organized floor sets for store layouts and executed predetermined plans 

The Creative NYC PR Firm
Intern
New York City, NY
Summer 2018- Present
- Operated social media accounts for clients such as Martone Cycling, True Gault, and Two of                       
Most, making them current and engaging while also keeping consumers informed on events
- Directed press events and pop up shops, finding locations, decor, and managing crowds while also teaching to 
the products and the companies 
- Cultivated Investor Deck Presentation to inform investors about the companies in order to expand them, create 
budgets and buying plans for the products and how it will be spent 

Faye’s Boutique
Intern
Mequon,WI
Winter Break 2017 
- Verified receipts and sales orders for the Lead Buyer to help make receiving shipments and payment schedules 
organized to stay up to date and not behind for future orders
- Assisted lead merchandiser in creating new spaces and window displays for new shipment announcements

Technology Skills
- Adobe InDesign
- Adobe Illustrator
- Adobe Photoshop
- Microsoft Office
- Google Docs & Office
- Social Media Platforms 
- Excel & Google Spreads

Contact Information
bpumo8@gmail.com

336-698-5325
brookenpumo.com

linkedin.com/in/brookepumo/

Professional Skills
- Collaborative thinking and working
- Leadership and Teamwork skills
- Organization
- Time Management
- Communication
- Problem Solving 

Education
Savannah College of Art and Design
Savannah, GA
B.F.A Fashion Marketing and Management

Achievements
Awarded Morris Hall Window Implementation
Study Abroad France, Summer 2017
Magna Cum Laude Graduate 
Clio Award Nomination, Winter 2017
SCAD Student Incentive Scholarship
SCAD Student Honors Scholarship
Deans List


